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On October 29, 2018, a federal San Francisco jury found that a Silicon Valley technology company did not commit illegal revenge by firing a transganr employee who accused the company of discrimination in a two-star Glassdo review. Adrian Scott Duane, a transganr man, alleged on the job review
website that IXL Learning, Inc. (IXL), an education technology provider, has been providing uneven treatment to employees on the basis of race, sexual orientation, and sexual identity. In an anonymous post titled Micromanaged with Issues, Duane stated that: There is no policy if you fit in. [...] [I]f you're
not a white family-oriented curves or gay men and 1.7 kids who really love softball – then you're likely to find yourself on the outside. Treatment in the workspace, in terms of which becomes flexible hours, exciting projects, praise, promotions, and a huge increase every year, is different and seems to run
right alongside these features. Duane wrote the review after she developed complications after sex confirmation surgery while on short-term disability leave. IXL has allegedly resisted Duane's request for a four-week remote work arrangement as a reasonable accommodation during his recovery. While
IXL End agreed to a half-remote work plan with detailed requirements, Duane published the review because it was necessary after learning that right, cisgender, and able-bodied work colleagues were allowed to work remotely between 50% and 100% of the similar unconditional time. Soon after making
the post, Duane complained to his supervisor that he experienced racial discrimination because of his gender identity and requests for accommodations. Duane's supervisor immediately alerted IXL's CEO, and the CEO set up a meeting next day to discuss Duane's complaint. However, between the time
the meeting was scheduled and actually took place, the CEO was dépt off of the Glassdoor scandal review. Although Duane's review, like almost all of Glassdoor's reviews, was anonymous, the CEO suspects Duane. The CEO then confronted Duane on the Glasdoor post during their meeting, and fired
Duane after it was confirmed that he was the author. Can Duane's wife seemed promising at the staff point. After completing an indictment of employment discrimination with the Equality Opportunity Commission (EEOC), the EEOC found reasonable causes to believe that discrimination in the form of
revenge occurred (happening less than 5% of the time) and pursued a lawsuit on Duane's behalf in federal court. The IXL CEO even admits to being warned by human resources personnel who drafted Duane to make the post could break the law, though he maintained that Duane was ejected based on
other parts of his Glassdoor post that were generally critical of IXL. Still, after a federal jury's one-week federal trial, the jury of eight people found that Duane's dismissal did not violate anti-withdrawal provisions against Vii in the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (Title VII) or the Americans with Disabilities Act
(ADA). While Duane's case is interesting fact, it does not mean that employees can declare victory in the Glassdoor Wars. Before U.S. District Judge Vince Chhabria's trial found that he could not determine whether IXL had violated title VII or the ADA as a matter of law. Instead, a jury, as found in fact,
had to determine whether IXL's decision to fire Duane was in revenge for his complaint about discrimination at the company. The problem of whether a challenged labor decision is discriminatory acts or resupply is often very circumstantial, and nothing stands a future jury presented with similar (or even
identical) facts from reaching the opposite conclusion. Neither case means that transganr people (with or without disabilities) cannot succeed against their employees over claims of unlawful discrimination or resellation. Human transganr faces increasing uncertainties under the current administration; The
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) has stated that businesses can legally discriminate against their employees on the basis of sexual identity, and all references to transgender individuals have been removed from the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) including the Office of Civil Rights
(OCR). However, independent agencies like the EEOC continue to maintain that gender identity is protected from discrimination in employment under federal law, such as performing increased numbers of states, counties, and local antidiscrutation laws. Employers must follow the laws most favorable to
employers. In the federal lawsuit, the EEOC only asserts that Duane suffers illegal revenge. While Duane initially believes that he (and others) experienced illegal employment discrimination in IXL, and continued to declare that he had a basis of good faith to raise concerns about discrimination, the EEOC
chose to focus on its Due Verbal Claims and writes they had protection rights against revenge against revenge. While the EEOC and Duane were ultimately unsuccessful, employees can sometimes win the fight and lose the war when claims of discrimination fail and claim claims succeeded. Employers
should stay tuned as these areas of law continue to develop — not just and respect transganr people and post criticism online, but employers in all categories that protect the use of any mode of communication in flu labor voice. Businesses and questions about the actual impact of this decision on the
present, next, or future litigation should contact counsel and experience in litigative affairs involving illegal discrimination and resupply at work. The information in this publication should not be constructed as legal advice, not a surrogate for legal advice, and should not be relied upon as such. For legal
advice or answers to specific questions, please contact one of the benefits. © 2020 IXL Learning. All rights reserved. How many people in IXL learning are paid? See the latest salary by department and job title. The average estimated annual salary, including bases and bonuses, in IXL learning is
$131,061, or $63 per hour, while the estimated median salary is $152,295, or $73 per hour. In IXL Learning, the highest paid job is a General Counsel at $301,072 per year and below is an Admin Assistant at $44,919 per year. Average IXL Learning Salary by department includes: Engineering at
$146,833, Design at $110,087, IT at $125,396, and Legal at $301,072. Half of IXL's learning earnings are above $152,295.12 employees in IXL Learning rank the compensation in the bottom 15% of same-sized companies in the U.S. slice (based on 42 ratings) while 12 employees of IXL Learning rank
their perks with benefits of below 15% of companies similarly packaged in the U.S. (based on 15 ratings). Last updated 19 days ago. published since.
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